Resolution Endorsing and Co-Sponsoring "The Distribution System Improvement Charge"
WHEREAS, The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission and the Pennsylvania Legislature
have adopted a promising and unique regulatory approach that encourages the acceleration of the
needed remediation of aging water utility infrastructures; and
WHEREAS, The Distribution System Improvement Charge is an automatic adjustment charge
that enables recovery of infrastructure improvement costs on a quarterly basis in between rate
cases for projects that are non-revenue producing and non-expense reducing such as main
cleaning and relining, fire hydrant replacement and main extensions to eliminate dead ends; and
WHEREAS, A videotape which explains this unique approach is being prepared by the National
Association of Water Companies to help educate and inform other regulatory agencies and
legislatures about the benefits of this unique approach; and
WHEREAS, The U.S. EPA within its Drinking Water Infrastructure Needs Survey has
identified a magnitude of national infrastructure needs of $77.2 billion in pending expenditures;
and
WHEREAS, As the magnitude of need may be too great to be accomplished under traditional
ratemaking methodologies; and
WHEREAS, The Distribution System Improvement Charge provides benefits to ratepayers such
as improved water quality, increased pressure, fewer main breaks, fewer service interruptions,
lower levels of unaccounted for water, and more time between rate cases which leads to greater
rate stability; and
WHEREAS, Ratepayer protections are incorporated in the Pennsylvania approach: the
surcharge is limited to a maximum of 5% of the water bill, annual reconciliation audits are
conducted where overcollections will be refunded with interest and undercollections will be
billed into future rates without interest recovery, the surcharge is reset to zero at the time of the
next rate case, the charge is reset to zero if the company is over-earning, customer notice is
provided, and all charges reflect used and useful plant; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED, That the Board of Directors of the National Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners (NARUC), convened at its 1999 Winter Meetings in Washington, D.C, agrees to
endorse the mechanism as an example of an innovative regulatory tool that other Public Utility
Commissions may consider to solve infrastructure remediation challenges in their States; now be
it further
RESOLVED, That NARUC agrees to co-sponsor with the National Association of Water
Companies the videotape of the Distribution System Improvement Charge as an educational
tool to inform other regulatory agencies and legislatures about this promising new
mechanism.
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